OUTDOOR SPACES FOR STUDY AND PLAY

First-year students often inquire about spaces for quiet reflection and studying beyond the Yard. Despite the urban feel of Cambridge, there are a number of spaces that are perfect for reading, studying, or recharging.

- **Adolphus Busch Courtyard** off Kirkland St.
- **Barker Center Lawn** corner of Quincy and Harvard Sts.
- **Dudley Garden** b/w Lamont Library and Mass Ave.; gate b/w Lamont and Wigglesworth Hall
- **Harvard Business School Baker Bloomberg Courtyard** off Harvard Way
- **Harvard Divinity School Courtyard** behind Rockefeller Hall
- **Harvard Museum of Natural History Courtyard** off Oxford St.
- **Langdell Hall Courtyard** Law campus b/w Langdell, Hauser, and Jefferson Halls
- **Radcliffe Yard** b/w Garden and Brattle Sts.
- **Radcliffe Sunken Garden** b/w Longfellow and Byerly Halls
- **Sever Courtyard** b/w Sever, Emerson, and Robinson Halls

Remember to maintain physical distance and wear a mask when visiting outdoor spaces.